
ZORT Whitepaper
An Ethereum smart contract ERC-20 token fully 
supported by Zort’s Automated Trading platform.



ETH-USD 

Buy Signal $2486.32

BTC-USD 

Buy Signal $32,671

ETH-USD

Sell Signal $3441.78

Automated trading 
made simple and secure

By utilizing Zort’s sophisticated artificial 

intelligence technology, we have created a 

platform with the ability to bring in over 90% 

success rate in profitability.



 Zort’s leading edge trading technology is now 

being tokenized on the Ethereum network. 

ZORT coin enables users to earn more and pay 

less fees when using Zort’s Automated Trading 

services.
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Designed to reward users with 
extra trading benefits and bonuses 

 When staking ZORT, investors can receive up to 8% 

annual APR with no lock. As well, save up to 50% on Zort 

trading fees, allowing users to pay less and profit more.

8% APR8% APR Save on trading fees

No lock Monthly payouts
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Zort Power: A credit system 

ZORT is a tradable ERC-20 token that rewards users with power bonuses on the Zort network. 

Zort Power is a credit system designed to give users the ability to autonomously trade. In order to 

use Zort’s Automated Trading platform, they must purchase Zort Power (ZPWR) to fuel their 

trading. When ZORT coin is staked or burned, users are given more power on each purchase 

when purchased through the Zort portal dashboard.



The ZPWR bonus is a multiplier so users will get a significant bonus ranging from 2x to 6x 

their initial purchase. 
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6x 
bonus

Stake ZORT and receive power bonuses 
ranging from 2x to 6x the initial purchase



Designed to offer fair automated trading based on equity size 

rather than a membership system. The cost of ZPWR reflects the 

amount of currency going into each trade on the Zort network.  



Neuralchain follows a strict protocol like Ethereum Smart 

Contracts, although it can manage the ledger like traditional banks 

with the ability to retrieve lost or stolen funds in the matter of 

seconds, along with allowing for strict authorization of how the 

currency is generated. 


A smart currency controlled and 
managed by artificial intelligence
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Users can earn bonuses on their ETH wallet that cause Neuralchain 

to produce more power during the power genesis phase of a ZPWR 

purchase. The network will multiply the amount of ZPWR being 

created based on the traders holdings.  

Power genesis phase of ZPWR 
purchase
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Max bonus price

1 ZPWR = $0.13 USD

Default price

1 ZPWR = $1.00 USD



0.25% of the total amount of currency entering in the trade = ZPWR Cost Per Trade 

Zort Power cost structure
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6

Earn more, pay less 
by staking ZORT 
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Currency is generated with strict authorization protocols

When transactions come in through Coinbase commerce, the AI compares the 

Neuralchain ledger to the Coinbase ledger and generates the currency accordingly. 

CB Commerce 
transaction

AI compares ledgers Currency generated
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Total supply

1,000,000,000 ZORT 
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75%

28%

Pool allocation

72% of ZORT coin supply will be dedicated to the Zort 

community  (720,000,000 ) and 28% will be for the team.
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Quarterly Token Burn Events

Burn events will occur every quarter to help 

balance the amount of Zort Tokens in existence 

and lower the total supply over time regardless 

of network activity. 
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42%



We are more than just a tech company.

What started out as a prototype in 2016 is now the world’s first-ever 

leading fully autonomous  crypto trading platform with an over 90% 

succes rate in profitability. Our mission to give everyone the ability to 

profit with just a press of a button has now become a reality. 



We are Zort, introducing a new era of reliable, safe and secure 

quantitative trading.
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t.me/officialZort www.zort.com@zortworld @zort
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